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Excess Deaths Exploding Despite Mass Vaccination
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

With each passing day, the list of people suffering tragic consequences from the novel gene

therapies marketed as COVID “vaccines” gets longer. Slews of professional and amateur athletes

have collapsed and died in recent weeks, and mainstream media act as if those things are either

normal or inexplicable.

They’re neither. They’re abnormal, and totally explainable when you know how the COVID shot

destroys your heart and clumps your blood. Among the latest victims is Florian Dagoury, world

record holder in static breath-hold freediving. Before his PNzer jabs, he was able to hold his

breath for 10 minutes and 30 seconds.

After his second dose, his diving performance was slashed by about 30%, and he’s been

diagnosed with myocarditis, pericarditis and trivial mitral regurgitation, a condition in which the

mitral valve in the heart gets leaky, allowing blood to Uow backward into the left ventricle.

Dagoury shared his experience on Instagram:

“After my 2nd dose I noticed that my heart rate was way higher than normal and my

breath hold capacities went down signi9cantly. During sleep, I’m at 65-70bpm instead of

37-45bpm. During the day, I’m now always over 100bpm instead of 65bpm, even when I

sit down and relax. Once I even reach[ed] 177bpm while having dinner with friends!

Ten days after my 2nd jab, I went to see a cardiologist and he told me it’s a common side

effect of P9zer vaccine, nothing to worry about, just rest, it will pass. 40 days after 2nd

jab, I had no progress so I went to see another cardiologist and got diagnosed with

myocarditis and trivial mitral regurgitation!

Which is basically an inRammation of the heart muscles cause by the immune system

and some tiny leaks of blood from the valves that no longer close properly. I’m now

struggling to reach 8 min breath hold, 150m dyn[amic apnea freediving] and I even have a

strong urge to breath[e] doing 40m dives. 30% decrease on my diving performance

roughly.”

Many Athletes Are Losing Their Careers

Other professional athletes whose careers are now on hold include French tennis player Jeremy

Chardy, who commented on his situation:

“Since I had my vaccine ... I am struggling. I can’t train. I can’t play ... It’s frustrating,

especially that I don’t have 10 years left to play. I regret having the vaccine, but I could

not have known that this would happen ... it’s diXcult because I was having fun and I

want to play longer.”

Another one is Antoine Mechin, a 32-year-old triathlete whose career is on indeNnite hold, as he

developed pulmonary embolism after taking his second dose of Moderna. What makes it all the

more tragic is that Mechin suffered pain and shortness of breath after the Nrst shot, but he was

told his symptoms were probably just stress and fatigue. He went ahead with the second, and

now has severe lung damage. Mechin said:

“Damaging healthy people to preserve the health of the weakest, a choice of backward

logic. I would not get vaccinated again if it had to be done again.”

Largest Safety Signal in the History of Medicine

By any objective measure, the COVID shots are the most dangerous drugs ever launched. The

safety signal is absolutely massive. Here’s a screenshot summary from OpenVAERS’ November

19, 2021, report (the latest available at the time of this article),  listing some of the most common

effects reported following the COVID jab.

According to calculations by Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment

Fund, adverse events are conservatively underreported by a factor of 41,  so it’s possible we need

to multiply these numbers by 41 to get closer to the real-world impact.

For a visual illustration of how dangerous the COVID shots are in comparison to all other

vaccines on the market, just look at this OpenVAERS graph. It speaks for itself.

Ignored Safety Signal: Post-Injection Miscarriages

While we’re starting to hear more about the heart damage and strokes the COVID shots cause, a

troubling effect that isn’t getting the attention it deserves is miscarriage. As of November 19,

2021, 3,071 miscarriages had been reported to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting

System (VAERS). There were also:

18,024 cases of menstrual disorders

6,654 cases of vaginal/uterine hemorrhage

1,216 cases of testicular pain or swelling

395 cases of erectile dysfunction

All of these effects point to the shots having an adverse impact on human reproductive health. A

recent paper  in Science, Public Health Policy, and the Law addresses reproductive concerns,

noting that while “the use of mRNA vaccines in pregnancy is now generally considered safe ... the

inUuential CDC-sponsored article by Shimabukuro et. al.  (2021) used to support this idea, on

closer inspection, provides little assurance ...”

In particular, getting the COVID shot during the Nrst 20 weeks of pregnancy is extremely risky —

the risk of miscarriage is anywhere between 82% and 91% — but Shimabukuro et. al. hid this

stunning Nnding in their paper.  Here’s how they did it.

How Shimabukuro et. al. Hid Massive Safety Signal

According to Shimabukuro et. al.,  the miscarriage rate within the Nrst 20 weeks of pregnancy

was 12.6% (104 miscarriages out of 827 pregnancies), which is only slightly above the normal

average of 10%. However, there’s a distinct problem with this calculation. As explained in the

Science, Public Health Policy, and the Law paper:

“... closer inspection of the 827 women in the denominator of this calculation reveals that

between 700 to 713 women were exposed to the vaccine after the timeframe for

recording the outcome had elapsed (up to 20 weeks of pregnancy).”

To clarify, Shimabukuro et. al. included women in the group of 827 who actually didn’t get the

shot during their Nrst 20 weeks of pregnancy. Since they didn’t get the shot until later in the

pregnancy, they would not have been AT RISK for miscarriage from the shot in the Nrst trimester.

Put another way, since the third trimester is after week 20, you should not include women who

got the shot in the third trimester when you’re trying to determine the miscarriage rate among

those injected BEFORE week 20. I hope that’s clear.

If you only include women who were at risk for side effects during the Nrst 20 weeks, because

they actually got the shot during those Nrst 20 weeks, then there are only 114 or, at most, 127 of

them left in that group. And that changes the calculation considerably! What we actually have are

104 miscarriages out of 127, which is 82%, or possibly as high as 104 out of 114, which is 91%.

Of those 104 miscarriages, 96 of them occurred before 13 weeks of gestation, which strongly

suggests that getting a COVID shot during the Nrst trimester is an absolute recipe for disaster.

The Science, Public Health Policy, and the Law paper points out several other problems with

Shimabukuro’s analysis that compound the confusion, including the fact that they used

overlapping periods of exposure and outcome:

“Exposure to the vaccine was de9ned by trimester (periconception, 9rst, second, and

third). Outcomes were de9ned as women 9rst exposed to the mRNA vaccine before 20

weeks’ gestation; and 9rst exposed from 20 weeks’ gestation. The infant was followed

for 28 days during the perinatal period (birth-28 days).”

This strikes me as an intentional misdirection strategy to confuse and obfuscate. They could

easily have used the same periods for exposure and outcome, either the three trimesters or

weeks 1 through 20 and weeks 21 through 40.

Other adverse event statistics included a preterm birth rate of 9.4% (60 out of 636 births), a 3.2%

incidence of small size for gestational age, and a 2.2% incidence of birth defects (16 out of 724

births).

Another Problem With Shimabukuro’s Paper

Another minor detail found in Shimabukuro’s paper hints at an effort to downplay and hide the

miscarriage risk. The authors claim the normal rate of miscarriage in the published literature is

between 10% and 26%.

However, the 26% rate includes clinically-unrecognized pregnancies, and since the cohort under

investigation included only clinically-RECOGNIZED pregnancies — meaning women who knew

they were pregnant — that 26% statistic does not apply. Basically, it’s included to confuse you into

believing that the miscarriage incidence is far higher than it actually is.

Looking at statistical data, the risk of miscarriage drops from an overall, average risk rate of

21.3% for the duration of the pregnancy as a whole, to just 5% between Weeks 6 and 7, all the

way down to 1% between Weeks 14 and 20.

So, when you consider that the normal risk for miscarriage is just 5% by the time you enter Week

6 (and many women don’t even realize they’re pregnant before that time), an 82% to 91% risk of

miscarriage is no negligible increase. This should also make everyone realize that recommending

this injection to pregnant women is a reprehensible crime against humanity.

Giving pregnant women experimental gene-based therapies is reprehensibly irresponsible, and to

suggest that safety data are “piling up” is nothing but pure propaganda. Everything is still in the

experimental stage and all data are preliminary. It’ll take years to get a clearer picture of how

these injections are affecting young women and their babies.

“ Considering the evidence presented here, we
suggest the immediate withdrawal of mRNA
vaccine use in pregnancy (Category X) and those
breastfeeding, alongside the withdrawal of mRNA
vaccines to children or those of child-bearing age
in the general population ... ~ Science, Public
Health Policy, and the Law, November 2021”

Breastfeeding women also need to be aware that the mRNA in the COVID shot, as well as spike

protein, can transfer through breast milk. This is another way by which infants can be put at risk

for acute and/or longer term health problems. So, if you got a COVID shot after giving birth,

please understand that you are not transferring protective antibodies.

You’re transferring the vaccine itself, and the toxic spike protein your body produces, to your

baby. In March 2020, a 5-month-old infant died from thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura within

days of his mother receiving her second dose of the PNzer vaccine.  In addition to that lethal

case, there are at least 72 other cases where toddlers have had an adverse reaction to breast

milk from a vaccinated mother.

There Are Plenty of Cause for Concern

In closing, I urge you to read through these selected highlights from the Science, Public Health

Policy, and the Law paper:

“The sweeping conclusions of safety that Shimabukuro et al. (2021) make are not

convincing ... [M]echanisms which may be disrupted by the injection include syncytin-1

(syn1), a fusogenic protein of retroviral origin, essential for cell fusion and placental

development.

Studies are required to determine if mRNA encoded spike (S) protein HR1 (or HR1a28) or

HR2 has the ability to inadvertently inhibit syn1, preventing the cell fusion required for

placental attachment, resulting in pregnancy loss.

The rodent studies carried out by P9zer and Moderna to determine if there could be an

impact on fertility and development may need to be repeated in Old World primates, such

as macaques, as they have similar syn1 and syn2 proteins to humans, whereas rats do

not.

The presence of autoantibodies to syn1 was investigated by Mattar et al., and although a

change from baseline of autoantibodies to syn1 occurred in all 15 pregnant women

exposed to the 9rst dose of the P9zer-BioNTech product, the change was not deemed

high enough to be considered biologically signi9cant.

Given the small sample size, these 9ndings may indicate that further investigation is

required. Further, an altered syn1 expression is associated with pre-eclampsia,

hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes and low platelets syndrome, intrauterine growth

restriction and gestational diabetes mellitus in observational studies.

Synctyin-1 is also required for gamete fusion (syn1 and ACET2 receptors present in

sperm and oocytes) and, additionally, found in the testes34 and ovaries. In the Comirnaty

(P9zer/BioNTech mRNA vaccine) Package Insert submitted to the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA), the manufacturers state that potential impairment of male fertility

has not been evaluated ...

We question the conclusions of the Shimabukuro et al. study to support the use of the

mRNA vaccine in early pregnancy ... The assumption that exposure in the third trimester

cohort is representative of the effect of exposure throughout pregnancy is questionable

and ignores past experience with drugs such as thalidomide.

Evidence of safety of the product when used in the 9rst and second trimesters cannot be

established until these cohorts have been followed to at least the perinatal period or

long-term safety determined for any of the babies born to mothers inoculated during

pregnancy.

Additionally, the product’s manufacturer, P9zer, contradicts these assurances, stating:

‘available data on Comirnaty administered to pregnant women are insuXcient to inform

vaccine- associated risks in pregnancy,’ and ‘it is not known whether Comirnaty is

excreted in human milk’ as ‘data are not available to assess the effects of Comirnaty on

the breastfed infant’...

Due to the nature of the mRNA vaccine roll-out, healthcare providers need to report any

issues in pregnancy to further determine the safety of this product ...

Considering the evidence presented here, we suggest the immediate withdrawal of

mRNA vaccine use in pregnancy (Category X) and those breastfeeding, alongside the

withdrawal of mRNA vaccines to children or those of child-bearing age in the general

population, until more convincing data relating to the safety and long-term impacts on

fertility, pregnancy and reproduction are established in these groups.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,361 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Miscarriages and Other Tragic Side Effects of the mRNA Shots
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

Many athletes are now losing their careers due to COVID jab injuries. Florian Dagoury

is the world record holder in static breath-hold freediving. Before his PNzer jabs, he

was able to hold his breath for 10 minutes and 30 seconds. After his second dose,

his diving performance was slashed by about 30%, and he’s been diagnosed with

myocarditis, pericarditis and trivial mitral regurgitation

'

Others include tennis player Jeremy Chardy and 32-year-old triathlete Antoine

Mechin. Both were severely injured by their COVID jabs. Both now regret taking the

shot. “Damaging healthy people to preserve the health of the weakest,” Mechin now says, is “a choice of backward logic”

'

By any objective measure, the COVID shots are the most dangerous drugs ever launched. The safety signal is absolutely massive'

A troubling effect that isn’t getting the attention it deserves is miscarriage. As of November 19, 2021, 3,071 miscarriages had been reported

to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS)

'

Getting the COVID shot during the Nrst 20 weeks of pregnancy is extremely risky. Preliminary data published in April 2021 show miscarriage

occurred in 82% to 91% of women who got the shot during the Nrst 20 weeks of pregnancy

'
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simonaj
Joined On 5/22/2021 7:22:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are being hypnotized. My co-workers brother suffered stroke after his 2nd jab and two days after his stroke she went for a jab

herself because employer adviced her to do so. We work for the government but I don`t intent to get a jab no matter what. First they

said we could only work from home or get suspended with 50% sallary but they cancel this later. They can Nre me but can`t take my

dignity. I know vaccinated people having strokes or other problems on a daily basis but they are convinced the jab isn`t the reason. One

friend of my husband even told him after the stroke that he`s lucky that he had the jab, since he could be dead if he didn`t. I don`t know

what`s wrong with the people, they are so blind and believe everything they hear on the news. Europe is going crazy, mandatory

vaccination is just a step away. In my country people don`t do anything against this tyranny, but have no problem standing in line for the

3rd (4th, 5th...) jab. Sad sad world.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 3:13:37 AM
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too have been shocked at the people who have been injured but are positive that it is not from the jabs.  I do not understand

them.  I am also sick of being villainized because I will not get the jabs.  I have heard of people who get a mouth full of cold

sores, who have had heart attacks, who get GBS, who have had seizures, who have friends and relatives die and on and on and on

yet they swear it was not from the jabs.  I do wonder if they want to believe it is not from the jabs because they do not want to

appear ignorant or ill informed.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

simonaj The milgram 'obedience' factor is stunning in it's extent. Far too many know that something is wrong; that people they

know are injured or dying after receiving the jab.   In particular, far too many in the med-science industries, who could truly

strengthen our defense, are more  interested in  protecting a deluded notion of their employment or funding prospects and

shamefully determined to sacriNce the rest of us to  the pharma marketing experiment. Maybe we need to play the 'guilt card' and

initiate an extended, informative  'SPEAK OUT'  campaign?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

alldogs - "they swear that it is not from the jabs" - this is proof that the Zombie is a BRAIN DEAD entity

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 4:41:45 AM
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, very sad. Wishing you luck and health and strength to get through the nonsense.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think people cannot FATHOM that their own government (here in America) is complicit in genocide....., they just Nnd that totally

not believable because this is AMERICA!  They are wrong.  My own brother went and got the shot early on (he worked for PNzer

for 38 years, although not in making drugs or anything), and I remember when he would not even take an aspirin!  Now he gets,

Uu shot, shingles shot, pneumonia shot, covid shot, probably the booster shot!  My husband and I are stunned.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simonaj  Its very similar in Scotland, the queues are still full of people desperate for their jab or booster. Some people are

phoning in and asking for the jabs / boosters before their time to get them. They will deNnitely take 4, 5, 6, or whatever number of

jabs are offered them. Mass psychosis from the propaganda of the MSM / Government / politicians, disillusioned or fraudulent

medical people, they are convinced the jabs are protecting them. Sad indeed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 8:00:16 AM
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

... in addition to the killer mercury in all Uu vaxx(s)... MERCURY VACCINE DAMAGE — SHORT AND TO THE POINT (Video) Posted

on December 7, 2021 stateofthenation.co

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 9:00:30 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It does bring you to tears. I attribute the denial to fear and knowing in their gut that they have been harmed, and now this "thing"

is inside them - including Graphene Hydroxide (human created nano  razor blades) constantly slicing their veins and arteries art a

nano (10-e9) 50 by .1 razors, that are biologically inert and will stay in their bodies for ever.  Death by internal nano paper cuts.

 So, because they have been infantalized by the monsters (Fauz-chee, Gates, big pharma, mass media bombardment.....  they

have become victims, they turn to "mummy and daddy' to save them - Mummy and  daddy would NEVER lie  to me!  Would they??

 (rhetorical)
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UK now a jab every 3 months.  When will it be monthly?

 stevekirsch.substack.com/p/uk-health-authorities-now-advise?token=eyJ1..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no escape.  Chem Trail toxins include graphene hydroxide.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 3:28:25 PM
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a much older brother and wife both 91 with all 3 shots. My nephew said his mother's memory is slipping fast and his dad

(my brother) has been getting quickly and easily agitated, even nasty at times.

 A young local 24 yr. old man fell over dead after receiving his 2nd shot in a nearby clinic. I have no idea how they managed to

shove that one under the rug!?

My one niece has been trying to keep her sickly husband alive, as he's had diabetes, Bi-Polar, A-Fib, and then last yr. diagnosed

with Leukemia. She's had him on a strict diet and he did get off a lot of meds. He agreed not to have the shot. However, without

her knowledge, went for the 1st shot, saying it was HIS CHOICE. Now, he's in the hospital with a huge, infected hole in his ankle,

A-Fib constantly, is on a Chemotherapy drug, and probably not going to make it through the winter.

My great niece had a baby in July and is nursing. She's a new nurse at a local hospital who had said no mandatory shots. Now

they've changed their minds and she's upset. I told her she will need to MAKE all his baby food, because none on the shelves is Nt

to feed a baby.

My auto mechanic told me 3 *THREE* friends - I think all seniors with no prior health problems, all had a stroke not long after

their jabs. He said his wife still got one but he's not going to.

Two friends who had all shots losing memories fast. The one had to leave her beautiful farm of 50 yrs. as her memory started

going almost right away and now in an Assisted Living, but I think soon in a Nursing Home. When I call she can barely remember

my name and repeats everything. Even though the residents are fully vaxxed, two cases of Covid arrived, so they shut down the

whole facility and deliver food to their rooms. My friend now won't leave her room as she's afraid of contacting Covid. What a way

to live.

I'm in PA, and it's looking and more like we who are 'belligerent' are going to have a Nght on our hands. I'm seeing more and more

masks now too. :-(
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the statistical medical mantra "there is no evidence that...."  Apparently, if it wasn't documented in a clinical study, it didn't

happen. Medicine used to be about practice, and about cases, but now, actual cases are ignored, anecdotal.. not worthy.
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HealthiestChoices
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versatile, you are so correct.  Not much should surprise us these days, because we know that for many yrs. there have been

cover-ups and '''secrets''' going on down there behind the curtains.  During a conversation with a niece today it became pleasant

while reminiscing back a few yrs.  No wars going on, mostly good family values with both parents being present, some crime as

always but for the most part, nothing like now with shootem'up hatred and disrespect for others, school teachers really cared

about students, most food was safe to eat, and more. Life seemed good and we were happy, content, and free, for the most part,

totally unaware of the 'evil, sneaky goings on' behind the curtains.

Once some policies started creeping out into the open, they would eventually become the standard and accepted, and then more

and more 'new and improved' policies started happening faster and faster until '''''' well, look at now.  Daily news whizzing by so

fast, it's ditcult to keep up with it, as it's one thing on top of another. They need to keep us so occupied we won't have time to

work on solutions.  They are BIG and we're small and scattered without a platform, making it ditcult for us to "Circle the

Wagons" and make a plan together.

All the new technology of the hour has made it nearly impossible for those 'in the know' who suspect, to actually DO anything

about it because the enemies are SO clever with the cover-ups, and able to 'disappear them' with no trail....forgive my

Pennsylvania Dutch. :-)  Even with all the high-powered brains right now who ARE knowledgeable and are warning about these

shots, they can't seem to rise about the hushed up power of King Bill Gates and his group. I understand King Bill paid millions to

the MSM for this favor.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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As I stated on a Telegram group, this basically a very nasty Survival Intelligence Test, run by psychopaths. If you fail, the jabs will

cause you blood to become like a chainsaw, rasp, or sand blaster, with very sharp and tough nano-scale blades made of

Graphene Oxide and  Graphene Hydroxide, and Steel in some jabs. This bloody damage will advance faster in those with

injections directly in a blood vessel and/or the faster blood of active people, especially athletes and professional sports people!

The reason for all the blood clots, is all that this ongoing damage, including to blood cells, attracts Nbrin, which tries to patch up

the bloody mess, but it'll never be fully repaired, so the clots build up until it causes a collapse, then eventually early death!

The reason for the boosters is to not give the body a chance to clear out all the toxic material, so that it can recover! It is cold

blooded murder, democide, worldwide genocide! We need Nuremberg 2.0, including for all the 'elite' instigators in the shadows,

with punishments which will put such visceral generational fear into all the many psychopaths in the population, that they never

try this again! Psychopaths have no conscience so mercy or forgiveness is wasted idiocy for them.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Idiot Craps like my family will never believe that these shots are causing these issues and illnesses.  It's sad.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../Irtk0e7tbrKw  ~  blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  ~

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/19/fda-doesn_1920_t..
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same.....really depressing. But I have hope in all of us....the awake ones...we won't let the sun go down on us. There is so much

beauty to live! Hugs to all of you followers of Mercola.com..you are all amazing humans! Be proud..stay strong!
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's an iq test.  our families have failed.  They will be trying to kill us before they die.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

le berger - "IQ" stands for "INSANITY QUOTIENT"
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T147315
Joined On 9/24/2021 8:27:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here Scupe, I too ostracized by my own siblings for not getting vaxed. Called every name in the book by my retired RN

sister. In turn villanized to the rest of my siblings. In spite of the fact my brother who has a heart stent got brain bleeding from

the poke. The Drs. passed it off to a car accident he was in 3 months prior. Bunch of BS! Brain washing has taken place by

mainstream media, instilling fear in half the Country, and the world. Just hope it doesn't lead to a second civil war.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Skupe, I empathise with your situation:- (1) The old colonial trick - divide and rule keeps us Nghting each other instead of the real

enemy. (2) As discussed previously, at least one third of the population have swallowed the narrative through group psychosis.

They hang on to it as it relieves their fear and insecurity. Fact sharing makes no difference while they remain in their trance. The

one third who know the truth may convince the remainder so that the majority can take action. (3) It’s  still important to keep

protesting and informing those who will listen.

Proof that potential bioweapons were patented  decades ago is provided by Dr David Martin in conversation with Reiner

Fuellmich, the lawyer collecting evidence prior to legal action against the conspirators.  Using the media to  persuade the public

to accept “vaccination”  as the only solution to an invented, non existent pandemic was preceded by patent applications re lipid

nanotechnology to deliver a toxic spike protein into the body years before it might be required. Fauci’s own patent application

was rejected on grounds that it did not qualify as a vaccine as it did not even claim to prevent infection.  “There was no

pandemic, no novel coronavirus and no variant.”  

Patent Otce records reveal applications for creating medical interventions for coronavirus two decades ago. The infection  was

 hailed as a “rich source of revenue and commercial exploitation” in a 2015 statement by Peter Dazsak, Head of Eco Health

Alliance,  i.e.  to increase “public understanding of countermeasures such as a vaccine:  a key driver is the media and the

economics will follow the hype. We need to use that to our advantage … investors will respond if they see proNt at the end of the

process.” The lab leak was a red herring. The development of a spike protein vaccine began a month BEFORE  the so called

outbreak in 2019. www.bitchute.com/.../HBQQcIpxLppB
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I KNOW its ditcult, and close to impossible but we must always have empathy, and love for the mis-lead. They  were overtaken

by fear and lies, and fear causes the higher reasoning abilities in the brain to shut down. They became infantalized and mummy

and  daddy told them if they take their medicine like a good little boy or  girl, all will  be right with the world.   However, that said I

can not have empathy or love for the monsters who have lied parents into poisoning their own children.  May those monsters

burn in the HELL of their own creation.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sir, what you had there is what we refer to as a focused, non-terminal, repeating phantasm or a class-Nve full-roaming vapor. A real

nasty one, too.  "Who you gonna call?"
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FauciBUSTERS!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That was FUNNY! Bill Murry would be jealous!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cap'n       yes, I can hear Shirley deliver "history repeating". FYI, you're gonna get some new neighbors:  

 babylonbee.com/news/de-blasio-unveils-latest-plan-to-get-more-people-t..
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

VAXX- Busters!!! And Stanley - Pink Floyd said and sang it best: "The lunatic is on the grass  The lunatic is on the grass

Remembering games and daisy chains and laughs Got to keep the loonies on the path The lunatic is in the hall The lunatics are in

my hall The paper holds their folded faces to the Uoor And every day the paper boy brings more......" Only now its not the paper

boy, its the entire main stream lie to the bone, media!
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Quote: "According to Shimabukuro, the miscarriage rate within the Nrst 20 weeks of pregnancy was 12.6% (104 miscarriages out of 827

pregnancies),................To clarify, Shimabukuro included women in the group of 827 who actually didn’t get the shot during their Nrst 20

weeks of pregnancy...........If you only include women who were at risk for side effects during the Nrst 20 weeks, because they actually

got the shot during those Nrst 20 weeks, then there are only 114 (women).........What we actually have are 114 miscarriages out of 127,

which is 91%"...........

I wouldn't accuse her of purposely making this mistake. I have a real world example that in my opinion is unacceptable, but it is the root

cause of most of the problems we have today and that is EDUCATION!!! My wife is a Professor and she does medical research for

Autoimmune Diseases. Her PhD is in Biochemistry and her specialty is Immunology. Not that long ago, she hired an intern who just got

her Post Doctorate from a VERY prestigious college with the HIGHEST GRADE POINT AVERAGE in the school! I won't mention the

school's name because it would equate to deformation. However, only the best of the best get to go to this school and if you are paying

for the tuition (no scholarship) it is one of the most expensive in the USA.

She was supposed to get her PhD under my wife. On her Nrst day of work in the lab my wife gave her a 500ml beaker to mix a solution

in. She told her she needed 200ml with 50% of "A", 30% of "B", & 20% of "C" chemicals and in that exact order!! An hour later she came

back with an empty beaker. My wife asked "what's the problem...... we are waiting on you". The intern said, "can you please just tell me

the exact amounts of each chemical to put in this beaker?" She lasted less than 3 months and my wife terminated her. This is math I

was doing in the 3rd Grade and a PhD student with a 4.0+ grade average can't do it. That's our educational system now. THERE's THE

PROBLEM!
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jamNjim, That "VERY prestigious college" that you cannot name is probably the one that was founded by a man named John. Like

most so-called "institutions of learning" nowadays, it offers not a sound education to its students, but indoctrination.
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Truly, I don't know whether to laugh or cry.
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PNzer new their medical countermeasure was deadly. Documentation they released proves it.

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/12/07/pNzer-smoking-gun-secret-document-..  (from Jon Rappoport 7 Dec 2021)

phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..  (Worldwide Safety Report by PNzer "Cumulative

Analysis of Post Authorization Adverse Event Reports of PF-07302048 (BNT162B2) Received Throught 28 Feb 2021")
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WOW !!! 100ml of A and 60ml of B and 40 ml of C = 200 ml hell I can do that in my head!!! lol And @ MaxDuncan you think they

have all those conditions listed because we can only sue if the condition isn't listed as a potential side effect...
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Docathelake, no kidding! The day this happened my wife came home and told me about it. I told her to Nre her immediately! She

goes, "OH, I can't do that.....the University won't allow that.....if I did that, they would Nre me!" So it took 3 months of her wasting

her time documenting how incompetent/ignorant this person was so she could "let her go". Three months of tax payer dollars

down the drain! What's even worse is that they expect her to sign off on these Post Doctorates PhD's. She asked me Sat if it was

OK if she retired. She is so "DONE" with all of this! I said YES! I'm ready to throw in the towel myself.
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Here's one better than that! I'm a Mechanical Engineer (BSME). My new boss is supposedly an Electrical Engineer with a MSEE.

 To be the engineering manager here you have to have a Masters degree or PhD. We have a paint oven that cycles every 9

minutes (cranks out a fully painted subassembly with cured paint). These subassemblies get assembled in "Final Assembly"

(FA).  We have 6 work stations and a 7th backup station in FA. He had everyone in the engineering department go down to FA to

focus on improving the etciency of FA. This was day 3 of the exercise and I didn't show up until day 3 (I was on vacation). I

asked him what the goal was for a time to completely assemble a unit was. He said 22 minutes. I was like WOW! Our current

standard was 45 minutes. So I asked if he was going to cut the headcount from 6 to 3 in FA and he said no. So I asked what he

was going to do with all the free time these people were going to have. He asked, "WHAT FREE TIME?"

I told him the oven spits out a unit every 9 minutes. That’s 6 units every 54 minutes. You have 6 work stations with a 45 minute

standard. Therefore, they have 6 minutes of downtime between each unit to go do things like drink water or use the bathroom.

That 45 minutes was based on the average time it took the slowest Assembly-Person in the building to assemble the most time

consuming unit. That 45 minute standard allows any SINGLE person to leave FA to go to the bathroom or whatever, and not slow

the production line down. So at any given time, 5 people can  keep up with a 9 minute cycle. If each person completes their

assembly in 45 minutes they will keep up with the oven (5 x 9=45). He had to break out his cellphone to use the calculator to

conNrm what I was saying was true. This is my boss who has a Master's Degree in Electrical Engineering. No one performing this

"Lean Manufacturing" event in the previous 2 days questioned any of it. The exercise was cancelled!!
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Re: "Largest Safety Signal in the History of Medicine." It's not a safety signal, that's as silly as calling medical care "health care". It's a

damage signal, a disease signal. Frankly, if the vaccine was a virus that modiNed the patient's RNA, while excreting various toxic

chemicals (the other chemical components of the vaccine), it would be classed as a disease agent, and the injuries as a disease:

"mRNA ModiNcation Disease".  Vaccine injuries are a disease, a set of diseases. Our bureaucratic medical systems are in denial,

pretending it's like a "negative placebo effect," existing only in the mind of the patient.

However strange it might seem, placebo effects, as well as negative-placebo-effects exist, not in the mind of the patient, but in the

"mind of the doctor". A placebo effect is, it's easy to verify, "an improvement in the condition of the patient." It's a real improvement. Real

improvements have real causes. When our bureaucraric medical systems use concepts like placebo effect, we use them to ignore and

dismiss real causes.

Vaccine damage is real damage, a real negative effect on the condition of the patient. It has real causes, which can be widely varied.

Calling it a side-effects is an attempt to dismiss it as random, uncontrollable. As long as doctors are allowed, or encouraged by the

system to ignore damage, to label it as side effects or adverse consequences of a beneNcial treatment, we will never be able to

understand, much less prevent it occurring or heal it effectively when it occurs.
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Bingo Versatile!!  What part of the word "DIS-EASE", don't folks understand?  (future contestants on the "Vaxx Is Right Show?)

Hahah
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Versatile, very well said as always! Thank you. And further, for them to say "there is no clear connection to the vaccine" reUects a

sinister agenda. It is time for people to wake up! Evil exists. Alas! If we deny it, we enable it to continue.  No connection to the

vaccine? Oh really? We need to spread this movie around like a wildNre. This will shell shock, warning! But it will wake people up.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..   And so will this one

www.bitchute.com/.../Irtk0e7tbrKw
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Post below in UK Daily Mail, November 3, 2021, (Over a month ago now).  This was a comment, not material published by the

newspaper, because hardly anything they publish is identiNable fact, unless you want to take Boris Johnson's word for it.  And he looks

worse as each day goes by...  Also you might notice a lot of celebs are passing and the reasons given are not the gene modiNcation, but

something celeb like, e.g., drug overdose.  But so many of them were on the bandwagon it's not surprising.  I was disappointed Dolly

Parton said she would take her time to assess the "vaccine" and then she took it.  It is deNnitely like Russian Roulette because the

batches of "vaccine" are not all the same.  Designed to distract in court, no doubt.  

Avi Barot, 29, pro cricketer, cardiac arrest, dies. Abou Ali, 22, pro footballer collapses on pitch.Fabrice NSakala, 31, Besiktas defender

collapses on pitch.Jens De Smet, 27, footballer collapses on Neld, dies of heart attack.Jente van Genechten, 25, footballer - heart

attack.Frederic Lartillot, pro footballer dies of heart attack after game. Benjamin Taft, 31, pro footballer dies of heart attack. Rune

Coghe, 18, pro footballer - cardiac arrest on pitch. Helen Edwards, referee, heart issues World Cup qualiNer. Dimitri Lienard, 33,

midNelder collapses during game. Sergio Aguero, 33, pro footballer - cardiac exam after match. Emil Palsson, 28, midNelder, cardiac

arrest during game. Antoine Mchin, 31, triathlete, pulmonary embolism following Moderna. Luis Ojeda, 20, football player unexpectedly

passes away. Greg Luyssen, 22, Belgian pro cyclist ends career - heart issues.Pedro Obiang, 29, ex-West Ham star - myocarditis post

vaccine.Cienna Knowles, 19, equestrian star, blood clots.
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Retsbew I'm hoping and praying that Boris Johnson is incompetent enough not to demand compulsory  vax in the UK. Sometimes

in history, it turns out that the wrong person has done the right thing for us.
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Hi bee70578, I just received the following URL from a friend of mine from Malta.  It shows 89% of Brits against the Omicron shot.

 But ITV pulled the census shortly after it was published.  www.rt.com/.../542507-mandatory-vaccine-poll-deleted
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Dr. Sam Bailey does an excellent job of summarizing the C-19 criminal fraud & assassination strategy in two videos (Part 1 & Part 2):

odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/covid19-fraud-and-war-on-humanity-part-one:e  

odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Covid-19-Fraud-and-War-on-Humanity-Part-2:7   What is noteworthy in the PNzer docs is the total number

of "vaccinations" done in the same 3 month time period is not released, for which, can be implicitly implied that this was intentionally

omitted to coverup the overwhelming disastrous maiming & killing. Based on all we now know, what more proof do we need! There was

more than sutcient proof at the start.

Everyone needs to come to the stark realization that the world is being run & controlled by satanic, heartless, cold-blooded

psychopathic ASSASSINS & their accomplices! At this stage in the onslaught, there is no valid excuse for anyone, including doctors,

nurses, scientists, politicians, government bureaucracy, employers, religious leaders, et al, to not know the facts. Waiting for the "law" &

"lawsuits", or, a "great leader" to save humanity is foolish, suicidal & an excuse for people not do what is necessary. This ravenous

satanic bloodlust of raping, pillaging, theft, torture, destruction, maiming & murder will not be stopped by anything, or, anyone, except,

We, the People. THIS IS A SPIRITUAL WAR!

Furthermore, by saying (& ultimately believing) that this is the "mark of the beast", or, "the end times" as written in the Bible (Book of

Revelations), is in itself a helpless submission to this satanic tyrannical anti-human agenda. The same satanic forces that are executing

this devastation are the ones that wrote those fearmongering "strategic planning scripts" & deviously inserted them into the Bible as a

guaranteed way to ensure the programming & entrainment of the entire planet would be most likely to succeed. Divine Providence is

pure Love & does not fearmonger & use other psy-op tactics to control humanity.
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I agree that "there is no valid excuse for anyone, including doctors, nurses, scientists, politicians, government bureaucracy,

employers, religious leaders, et al, to not know the facts" --  but you left out the ones most guilty of hiding and suppressing the

facts from the public -- the ones whose job and responsibility it is to inform the public of the truth:  the corrupt corporate media,

the ones whose credibility and approval ratings are consistently below that of the world's oldest profession because, more than

selling their bodies, they have sold their souls to our Corporatocracy.
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this link {posted yesterday} has the observations of a British undertaker - why these observations are so important is that this man

actually SEES the dead bodies and is informed of the results of autopsies - so his conclusions are "from the horses mouth" and not

hearsay - it is in your interest and those of your loved ones to HEED what this man has to say - this is a short video that  could SAVE

your life - www.bitchute.com/.../Irtk0e7tbrKw
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Yes, they do know what they do.
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Hi stanleybecker, I watch this yesterday,   this is how they will play it.....a total lie...BS www.bitchute.com/.../79AcxNSr640c
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My husband died during covid... he went in the hospital at 6'2" weighing 170.... two weeks later I got to see him, he had lost about

50 pounds.  They were calling me daily telling me he was getting better and that they had him on a feeding tube with 2,000

calories in it,   I couldn't think straight or I would have asked why he was on a feeding tube when he had a bacterial infection (that

a hospital gave him).  Was the feeding tube to stop him from talking? as he couldn't talk.  He was 76 years old and in great shape.

 They starved him to death.  I've heard this from nurses, that hospitals aren't feeding people.  So, the funeral homes should notice

this... and report. I stopped in an Indian reservation in Utah, the people there told me "the hospitals are killing us, we live if we

stay away, but everyone who goes dies, when you Nrst arrive they give you a shot to 'boost your immune system', but a couple

days later you die".
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Yes Stanely. He is right. A German doctor that RealRose was sharing links to a few months ago basically said the same thing. He

was doing autopsies in a hospital morgue on covid-19 vaccine patients. I don't recall the exact percentage, but it was more than

30% of those that died, that had been vaccinate, had a dramatic decrease in the number of "air-sacks" in their lung tissues. He

was showing side-by-side comparisons under an electron microscope that highlighted the air sacks in the lung tissue. In the

healthy lungs there were too many air sacks per square centimeter to count (thousands). In the covid-19 vaccine injured lungs

you could literally count the individual air sacks remaining in the lung tissues.

The pictures just showed smooth/pink tissue with almost all air sacks GONE! There was a 50 to 75% decrease in these air sacks

where the blood/oxygen exchange takes place. I think he theorized that it was the micro-blood clots causing this (the D-Dimmer).

He believes these micro-clots clog the capillaries connecting the air sacks to the arteries in the lungs. This causes inUammation

and loss of oxygen to the area. The tissue/air-sack ruptures/dies and when it heals there is nothing left but smooth lung tissue

absent of any air sacks for oxygen exchange. I didn't bookmark that report. Hopefully Real has it saved and will reshare it.
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Thank you, stanley, for supporting the posting this video, which I posted yesterday, and for your posting it again today. As a

"Savvy User," your support carries much weight, and as this video is a powerful testament to the insanity of our times, your

endorsement will cause it to be viewed by a far greater number of people, who themselves, hopefully, will share it with family and

friends, and, consequently, save lives.
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Stanleybecker then the glib murderers ooze through their teeth: "Oh but there is no clear connection to the vaccine". What a lie!

What an agenda! Sick sick! Just show Anybody...Anybody...this alongside the funeral director's statement which you were good

enough to link (thank you!) and I guarantee a shell shock as well as a wakeup

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..
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It looks like Shimabukoro's deception was deliberate, which makes it criminal. And it has happened not just here but is widespread.

Looks like we need fact-checkers of our own to name and shame them. Looks like we have been duped in broad daylight by men and

women of science on the coat-tail of His Fauciness. But what can we do about all that? Rand Paul told us to just get on with our lives

and ignore the Clown. But that's a counsel of despair as what they are doing daily are affecting our lives. The Indian Bar Council has

taken Gates and the country's biggest vaccine producer to court for deaths and injuries caused by their work, on charges that carry the

death penalty. So I heard. Dr Mercola meanwhile has proposed criminal proceedings in individual localities and states against

perpetrators of the carnage. I don't know if any has taken up the suggestion.
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AnggerekI think it's time to Ngure out how to deal with a compulsory vaccination campaign on the doorstep, and in the worst

case scenario the best health steps to take in counteracting spike protein migration. I know had we've some advice on these

pages but I think it needs to be clearly, and repeatedly  spelt out.  I was pretty surprised to see that even Dr John Campbell, who

generally takes the middle ground on jabs, but often has some sound explanations/advice, was unable to prevent his

non-aspirated vaccination recently, in spite of explaining beforehand to the idiot 'jabber'.
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And people still trust "the government" to do what is right and many of them will not look at the facts, just repeat what they have been

told by the Main stream media and try to encourage those of us who actually us our brain to get the "Vaccine" MMC88121
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mary RN you wrote: And people still trust "the government" to do what is right and many of them will not look at the facts, just

repeat what they have been told by the Main stream media and try to encourage those of us who actually us our brain to get the

"Vaccine" Can you please explain what those numbers refer to, and for whom they are posted ? Thank you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 2:45:17 AM
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a family nurse practitioner.  I would not allow an animal to receive this poison, much less a human.  Why can’t people see

what is going on.  So many put their trust in their doctor who for years have only practiced medicine based on Big Pharma, FDA,

CDC NIH advice.  They just could not be bothered to think for themselves based on real data, their patients.

When I saw dozens of people die from chemotherapy, dozens of people given invasive surgeries and treatments, dozens of

people get severely ill from inUuenza vaccines, kids getting severely ill from day care and given one antibiotic after another.  In

the 70’s leukemics given methotrexate injections in their brain, people continuously tortured by doctors.  Diabetics losing one toe

after another, one foot, one leg rather than gov’ts spending money on prevention.  I knew I could not participate in this carnage.  I

am saddened for the doctors and nurses today, who are participating in the administration of deadly vaccines.  Surely, they can

see the carnage and yet, few speaking out, whistle blowing.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 3:04:19 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

exmouth - "medical carnage" - this is the perpetration of criminal doctors who like the Nazi criminals that preceded them claim to

just be "FOLLOWING ORDERS" - like doctors are merely automatons programmed to OBEY - the MYTH that doctors and their

parrot learning of what pill to prescribe has been exposed for what it really is - DOCTORS ARE PART OF HUMAN STUPIDITY!! with

the power to inUict more HARM than your average Zombie

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 4:27:04 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

exmouth thank you for stepping forward and for your integrity. Kuddos to you!!!. A few questions here. A)  I heard a rumor that

doctors face loss of their license if they grant medical exemptions for vaccines in current time. Is this true?  B) If yes it explains a

lot. Yet as Stanley said, "I was just following orders"....not acceptable "excuse".  C) If doctors are under threat, they need to team

together and take legal action. Further, if doctors think they are saving their careers by silently obeying, they may be kidding

themselves. It seems that as Rrrealrose has been writing, the objective may be to undo private medical practice and have

automated cookie cutter instead. That would seem to beneNt  BigPharma far more than docs writing prescriptions. What a

selNsh world, all I can say, it boggles the mind. And if that is the case, I think that doctors must all the more speak out....in order

to save their careers! I really urge doctors to do that.  Thank you Exmouth for being part of the solution.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola Yes, it is true, especially here in California. Our children virtually have no exemptions left to avoid vaccines in order to

attend a brick and mortar school.
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r\agg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder, how many have to die before they admit their failure? Then I realized, there is no limit. Their failure wasn't due to an honest

mistake, it was on purpose. The more that suffer serious adverse effects and the more that die, the more they cover it up.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 10:14:26 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"There is no clear connection to the vaccine" is a sinister person's way of sliding out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 12:27:12 PM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read that Medicago have 24000 participants in Scotland Canada Mexico USA etc doing a trial for a Plant Based Coronavirus

Vaccine so that vegans vegetarians and people who are hesitant through certain beliefs will feel more likely to take this jab. I'm

sure this won't be any safer or protective than any of the gene therapies being used at the moment. I don't want any of their

poisons. On another topic Boris (UK) was in the news at 6pm giving his Covid B plan and that narrative insinuated that the

"vaccine" (which is always touted to get) will be successful in quashing the Omicron virus. Therefore will possible look at making

vaccines mandatory if proven it works on the Onmicron. That new South African virus is so mild apparently.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 3:40:32 PM
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jca652041
Joined On 8/25/2014 12:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My next door neighbor was a healthy man in his mid-60’s until the jab. His symptoms started about 10 days later. It’s been a year and

now he’s a walking skeleton, in intense pain and told me yesterday he literally wants to die. Because of people like him and those that

are standing up and exposing this I will personally never back down and will continue to walk my talk. By working unmasked in deNance

of my work place mandate, shopping everywhere unmasked, writing to my representatives, writing to our union, writing to our Oregon

States ridiculous health “authority”, protesting when I can, sending RFK Jr’s and others books to skeptics, etc. I’m just one person, but

I’m a very visible person working unmasked in a large grocery store. When asked about or challenged about my bare face I’m always

kind, but Nrm.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you. I feel the same way
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I take issue with the title of today’s article. Miscarriages, heart attacks, myocarditis, pericarditis, disability, thrombocytopaenia, low

platelet count, allergies, death. Hardly what you would call “side-effects”, more like effects, or intended effects.  It is known that the

injection does not prevent infection nor re-infection and introduces a foreign protein into the body which can migrate to any organ, may

alter DNA and produce unknown effects in the long term, the question must be about effects, not side-effects and the real purpose of

the injection, and bearing in mind the known eugenist and depopulation  philosophies of the globalists plus evidence of malpractice in

patenting the technology involved. www.bitchute.com/.../HBQQcIpxLppB
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Correct, not “side effects,” rather “direct effects”.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 10:02:25 AM
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is murder & attempted murder.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 11:21:49 AM
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annsanch]u.edu
Joined On 5/26/2021 9:16:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Found this interesting site that has Henoch prophecies,www.theyUy.com/henoch-prophecies , tells about what is happening today and

was written years ago. I sure hope something happens to send us in a different direction, you tell people about stories of jab injuries

and they go silent, they don't want to acknowledge truth. I ask why am I the only awake one in my family, and can't even convince

anyone to at least do the research. So frustrating!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thousands of "doctors" should be in jail for Aiding and Abetting. They are all co-conspirators! From the local media RE: OMICRON: "The

cases were in people who live in Vancouver Coastal Health and Fraser Health. Three have been fully vaccinated, while two were

unvaccinated. It seems we are on this never-ending uncertainty,” said Henry about the Omicron variant, which has caused concern

about holiday travel and plans." Notice that three out of Nve, had their shots! Then there's this: “The COVID-19 shots, developed in

record time, are remarkable achievements.

Yet they aren’t 100 per cent effective, and some people who are protected can still become infected and transmit the illness to others.”

Some people? I am very, very tired of this PsyOps! Any person who can read that and still not see the real threat - is just too far gone! A

week ago; that paragraph was a "Conspiracy Theory", according to the usual suspects! P.S. The one thing that people really need to

understand about the Lemming mentality; Nrst and foremost, is that it is the lamestream medias JOB to Brainwash, Condition and

Manipulate the masses...they've been working at this for many decades and are experts!
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ejf908
Joined On 3/10/2021 9:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CHD.TV show “Noisy Minority Report” featured news footage of Rochelle Walensky recommending to pregnant women “…any time

is a good time to get your COVID shot”. I’m paraphrasing but the exact reference and quote are easily traced.  There is a long list of

individuals eligible for prosecution WHEN the time arrives that criminal behavior is no longer protected by the Administration.  As RFK,

Jr. says “We’ve got to win this one.”  The American Holocaust consists of both vaccine deaths and injuries and the poisoning of

hospitalized COVID patients with remdesivir followed by intubation … effective euthanasia.  The list will be long, but not hard to

compile.  Fauci and Science parted ways long ago,  to rebut his little platitude that attacks on him are attacks on science.  FAUCI said

last year that he vaccinated Santa Clause.  At the time I categorized that as either light humor or delusion, not concluding which.  Now I

see it as most credible claim he has ever made.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only thing I'd see would be for them to eat high meat and/or raw beef heart and other offal to maybe get them 'Nxed' again.
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The NUREMBERG TRIALS HAVE BEGUN IN EUROPE. BIG PHARMA WILL FOLD FROM LAWSUITS. SUICIDE WI BE RAMPANT.  WAS IT

WORTH IT?
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Nuremberg trials were never needed except for the lies of the notorious liars and world's foremost braindead 'humans' that

started the war in the Nrst place..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 1:18:58 AM
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animalparent
Joined On 1/18/2021 4:57:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

vrevealed.com/.../viewing  If you want the best information available about the gene therapy vaccine, real statistics, gov't. coverups and

lies, etc..., go to this link and watch interviews with top credentialed doctors and other experts from all over our country.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The control of all life turns out to be the destruction of all life.  The genetic altering jab had turned out to be destructive of the human

biome, not allowing it to function by Divine intention. Altered food has only made sicker children. Now, there are those who believe they

can control the oceans.  I suggest they get on a small boat by themselves far enough out in the ocean that they cannot see the

shore--not on one of their super yachts with servants and every form of luxury.  Shut off the motor and listen to the waves and the birds.

 Consider the depth of the ocean ant the height of the sky above it.  Slow down and think. So you really believe you can control all of

this? gizmodo.com/were-a-step-closer-to-geoengineering-the-oceans-1848179300   Man does not understand that he is also a part of

the cycle of nature.
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niadara82
Joined On 1/15/2010 5:08:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maddening. Well known yet ACOG pushes this actively. As are CNMs! Barf! I was forced into one pNzer (and then quit), won’t do more

period. I am a nursing mother. I did all the mitigation supplements as possible. What they’re doing to humans, pregnant mothers and

nursing mothers is disgusting. I read the papers in ajog and green journal. They did extremely small, wrong end point, no follow up

studies in pregnant and nursing mothers. True science would never accept such idiotic ‘studies’.
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Vax is going to your baby in your milk and will have Neurological damage.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason these fools Refuse to blame the killshot is due to the Nrst sin of Satan-PRIDE. It is the most disgusting sin of all. They don’t

have the integrity or courage  to admit they were duped and are suffering the consequences, even at the point of death. It’s mind

boggling,
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btryan1
Joined On 7/18/2020 10:51:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, how many more deaths and injuries are we going to allow before we stop this genocide? There is more than enough evidence to

conNrm this has been a direct assault on the human race by those with the money and power who have inUuenced all industries and

agencies worldwide. What would you do if you or a family member was assaulted with the intention of gravely injuring or even killing

you? I know what I would do to protect my life or the life of a loved one and it needs to be done today by rebelling against this tyranny

Nrst by trashing masks and standing up for our rights to deny medical intervention against our wills at any cost. We cannot wait for our

compromised courts to try to settle this for by then it will be too late whatever the resuls. Get off your knees and stand up and Nght

today!
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Godsent55
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Add as Friend  Send Message

What will parents do when their kids start dying at school?
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don’t forget about the deaths of boxing great, Marvin Hagler, and Baseball Hall of Famer, Henry “Hank” Aaron.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can keep touting their "un-fact checked" misinformation, but on a scale this grand, I'm sorry - one loss of life, one permanent case

of paralysis, how long until we all know someone dead or injured from this?  It can't be much longer - but the individual cases, they're

not linking them to the shot.   We just had an older man go into ketoacidosis, he was treated at the hospital and released, only to now

have MRSA, the DKA almost killed him.  They got him to the ER just on time.  I don't know what the MRSA will do, but they took him via

ambulance yesterday. In other news:  ... www.theburningplatform.com/2021/11/09/on-covid-vaccines-diabetic-ketoa..  it's an actual

thing, and seeing it twice now and learning more about it - uh boy. This is sure a journey.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Save your life. DO NOT Vaxx!!!!!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As we always asked in the Nnancial world.  What's the bottom line?  Answer is: "Get the jab and depopulate planet earth".
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't they know that it's due to "global warming"?!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope the covid scam Nnally made people (that survived) realize that you cannot ever trust health "authorities".  You have to do your

own research.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get more than one opinion as well. We are not medical doctors, just people attempting to do the best we can.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said farmercist as usual! And thank you. Sometimes ignorance is NOT bliss. I predict that there will be a massive pendulum

swing in the near future going back to natural medicine. Evil burns itself out, and it will in this case.
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chieromancer
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I note the irony of anti-abortion activists promoting an etcient abortifacient like this vaccine.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is the smoking gun that will destroy the insanity....its all about Africa.

worldyturnings.blog/2021/12/06/the-most-expensive-healthcare-system-in..
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a awful lot to read on your worldyturnings, maybe I'll go back later, but why not tell us what you found?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listening to Rand Paul talking about how Fauci is still suggesting $$$ be sent to China for gain of function research. WTF!
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Damaging healthy people to preserve the health of the weakest,” Mechin now says, is “a choice of backward logic” Alas, this is what

the fear factor has done to our world.  We are told to fear, to take one for the team, we are all in this together, blah, blah, blah.  They

pretend it is about public health but we know it is all about power and control, and that also means getting the population down to what

the Cabal thinks is sustainable.  F E A R:  False Evidence Appearing Real.  We are conditioned to go along to get along, but this is both a

strength and a weakness.  They fear us who do not do the group think thing.  But then again, to paraphrase Patton, if everyone thinks

the same, no one is thinking.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wise ones- What articles and data have you seen about pregnancies that began post jab?  The parents both had the J&J vax in the

Spring, my daughter is 11 weeks along, after A VERY ditcult time getting the fertilized egg to "stick". Please  send the links directly

 parkesburgbiz@yahoo.com.  Thanks for your help.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a feature. Not a side effect.
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Mjx]ngers
Joined On 3/8/2012 6:13:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bee - there IS such a campaign for Free Speech.  Go to:  www.citizensforfreespeech.org  to Nnd out more.
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AureliaOana
Joined On 8/25/2008 10:57:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

truthcomestolight.com/colonel-martinez-vara-calls-for-immediate-suspen..  if HE doesnțt know, who DOES???
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best thing we can do in our waking lives is teach our children well and Wellness. “They” are the light! “They” are the hope! “We” are

the building blocks only “they” can assemble.  Have faith they will!   Ps. To Hell with the New World Order!   This is still America!  We

may have rust...but in God we trust.
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WaryDavie
Joined On 10/22/2021 10:28:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's probably bad to do anything to increase the metabolism rate soon after one of the shots, because it will increase the number of

spike proteins produced.  Best idea is to take it easy and relax for a few days and not get emotional about anything.  Of course it is

probably better not to get the vaccine at all.  Athletes who exercise soon after a shot are probably most at risk.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Memo: Its not a vaccine!
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, there are deNnitely going to be more and more of these adverse effects.  Surely "they" get it?  What - do they think that when there is

an almost total collapse of civilization, that THEIR comforts will remain intact?  That the bunkers they will retreat into might not fall

apart and need repairs down the line - but no one is available to do this?  The devil is in the details.  No, "they" cannot always be 3 steps

ahead of the results of their wicked plans.  There will be something they did not consider.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Cabal has not heard of Murphy's law.  If anything can go wrong, it will.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look I don't know how many more times I can say this but what we have going on here folks is planned GENOCIDE.....that's it.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are dead in record #'s quickly after these injections no doubt, but the real pipeline of ongoing proNts for the perps behind

the curtain are in the already developed, being developed and will be developed mRNA medicines to treat all those who lives are

changed probably for decades or life as they develop auto-immune, immunological, neurodegenerative etc issues. Just not a

good business model to kill off too quickly...
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've learned to listen to the psa's (propaganda) we the people pay "pay" for as a signal of where the agenda is moving too. Just in

this past few weeks I have been hearing daily the spewing of how great being developed mRNA medicine will be to use in cancer,

immune system issues like HIV etc. What are they telling us?
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some people never learn from past history, even recent history. We all know what happened in 2009, the year that pregnant woman

were inoculated with a vaccine, for the Nrst time in history and the slew of miscarriages that resulted. For pregnant women to receive a

COVID shot after just 11 years, since that time, is gross irresponsibility that has no excuse.
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fantastic take on all things Russia China and development with Ukraine, all intertwined with the bull crap that is happening today with

counter-measure mandates in USA UK for the military!  Dr David Martin always impresses me. Worth a listen about What is happening

now… https://youtu.be/mgpVvTXCUUM  CANADIANS— does Canada have a mandatory “counter measure” mandate for our military

personnel?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks! Another Dr. Martin clip for my collection. It's huge!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wasn't it on Obama's watch where he gave all the Ukraine people blankets as the Russians invaded Crimea? We all know the

puppet commiecRAT in the WH now will publicly huff and puff on Putin, but Putin will get what he intends in the end. Who

believes he is afraid of the puppet or what he says.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

clanharwood      thankyou for the DEM's link revealing his ugly espose on the evisceration of our military. But even he hadn't

accounted for this:      babylonbee.com/news/biden-warns-russia-that-if-they-invade-ukraine-ame..
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

all of you check this out  m www.bitchute.com/.../cz5vFpw41PkY
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, thanks for the link.  Great discussion with Foster Gamble of Thrive, Max Igan, and Riccardo do Bosi.  Bringing updates on

what is going on in Australia.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Campaign Group Launches Action Week Against Vaccine Passports in UK: Below is a press release from the group Together (a link to

their website can be found here), who are holding an Action Week, taking place from December 6th – 10th, to try and Nght the

imposition of vaccine passports across the U.K.:

The introduction of vaccine passports in Scotland, Wales and now Northern Ireland has been punitive to businesses as well as being

illogical and discriminatory.     In the past few days, we have seen a predictable knee-jerk reaction to a ‘new variant’ with talk of

introducing ‘Plan B’ restrictions in England and further restrictions. This is a complete overreaction given that experts in South Africa

and the WHO have all said that the Omicron variant currently presents ‘mild symptoms’.      One of the founding principles of #Together

is that ordinary people should have their voices heard. With almost 150,000 signatories, growing daily, #TogetherUK is organising

Action Week from December 6th – 10th to stand united against the introduction of vaccine passports here in England and to Nght for

their removal throughout the rest of the U.K.      

Supporters and signatories of the #Together Declaration will take part in a Nve day action plan to lobby their local MP daily, culminating

in either a visit to their local MP surgery or where that is not possible, to broadcast from their local high street on Friday December 10th.

  dailysceptic.org/2021/12/07/standing-together-against-vaccine-passport..  GMB is conducting a Twitter poll asking people if they

think vaccine passports should be made mandatory in the light of “omnicron cases doubling every two days”. You know what to do.

twitter.com/.../1468243799164002319
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Anggerek
Joined On 3/9/2010 4:26:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maritt, The Twitter page isn't there.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would someone put this junk in their bodies when they know there's a risk to their health that probably Covid 19 or it's variants don't

have?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a rhetorical question that logic can never answer
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Excess Deaths Exploding
Despite Mass Vaccination
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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"Invasion of the Body Snatchers" comes to mind! Their minds have been taken over by the lamestream media.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello,  what's happening in Australia.  Its not pleasant but, please do form your own opinion,  www.bitchute.com/.../79AcxNSr640c
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello, all Mercola commenters, can we say 1917/18 - otherwise known as 'spanish Uu epidemic' of which an estimated 20-50 million

'JAB' persons died!!!!  Is this a REVISIT? ??  103 year later, how many will die of the so-called re-branded (TM) 'cold19' jab???  Oh

dear...how his-story rewrites itself as lies, forever into the future.. What next, you ask!  More deaths!
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MusicMan2552
Joined On 2/5/2021 10:50:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim - Nice piece of “there’s nothing wrong with 5G” propaganda. For every Uuff piece of BS like that, there are tons of factual

research that will educate you otherwise. www.saferemr.com/.../the-havana-syndrome.html
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First red Uag in that report is Antony Blinken! This is the guy that has been WRONG on EVERYTHING! He literally has not been

right on anything since he became Secretary of State. Just look at the disastrous Afghanistan withdrawal. His response to that

colossal failure was “we had no way of knowing Afghanistan would fail this soon”. EVERYONE, with half a brain, was telling him

this would happen! Have you watched any of the press conferences or interviews this guy has been in??  I cringe every time I see

this guy speak on TV. He’s a complete embarrassment. I’m like “OMG, I hope no other country is witnessing this guy answer

press questions”. I guess Joe Biden just likes to make himself look smart by surrounding himself with people dumber than he is.

The next red Uag is the source of the information itself, ABC. Only ABC would be desperate enough to publish such propaganda.

You have to ask yourself “why would they be going down this rabbit hole”? It’s very simple!

They need to Nnd the “boogie-man” to blame for all of the vaccine injuries and that boogie-man is coming from outer space

somewhere in the form of EMF ‘s. It’s the one conspiracy theory they can get everyone from both sides to agree on. THEY ARE

CONSPIRING! They never will Nnd the source of these EMF’s because they doesn’t exist. So, just like this scamdemic, they can

drag it out forever! Our military has the technology to detect and zero in on EMF’s. If this was an issue it would have been solved

5 years ago. Again, S. Korea hasn’t had these problems. They have the highest concentration of 5G in the world. This article

references CUBA! Cuba has no 5G network, so it literally would have to come from above like from a satellite. Anyone could

locate that if it were true. It’s more smoke and mirrors to divert people’s attention from the real problem: COVID-19 VACCINE

INJURIES
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My aunt and uncle live in Michigan. They've resisted getting the jab but now they're considering it because of all the fake news out there

about the hospitals Nlling up with the unvaxed. I told him to take a look at this website to get the truth and he did but he's still thinking

about it even though I told him about the future affects of the jab. Any suggestions how to convince them? They seem really scared.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Show them Nlm footage, that packs a punch in the gut. In the Breaking News section, see this one, this is the most hair raising of

anything I have seen to date. blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  And tell them about

the FDA seeking a judge's approval for the PNzer statistics to be withheld for 55 years! Now what does that tell us all? Nothing

positive is afoot, in fact it is sinister. And yes, the sinister corner of life does exist. Whoever would have thought that the N***

Concentration camps could have happened? And yet they did. And whistle blowers were NOT raving lunatics, they were RIGHT!

Oh my god. So much for the thought "no way this could'nt be true". People have to acknowledge that life includes light and dark,

and in some cases  that dark can be as black as India ink. Denial keeps dynamics going unchecked, awareness and the light of

truth stops them.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Mirandola,  thanks for that link I have sent it on to my local Federal Representative with the caption "The video that everyone

is seeing"  and "The truth is coming out".  I have also sent it on to my friends who have loved ones that are weakening.  If that

video doesn't stop them nothing will!
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I put things into proper perspective for them … Covid is a distant 3rd cause of death in the USA. The #1 cause of death is heart

disease which easily kills more than twice the number of people annually; #2 cause of death is cancer which also kills at least

twice the number annually too. Most of the time the brainwashed Sheeple just cannot see the forest through the trees … SAD！
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually the ERs are Nlling up with people who are Vaxd from heart attacks, Anereseums,  and side effects. NOT UNVAXD. 90% of

patients are Vaxd.
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gh]nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The spike is bad enough in transmission with breast milk, does anyone know if the graphene is also transmitted? Thank you for any

reference.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't answer that speciNcally but will say this. A friend with  a nursing infant asked her doctor before she got the shot, how it

would affect her baby. The doctor answered "he will glean immunity from you after you take the shot". She did not want the

vaccine but took it to save her career. Her baby threw up for two days after she got the injection, and he had been Nne before

then. What gives?
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Robert Malone said he found shedding hard to believe (but that was a few months ago) but he said he could believe

"shedding" might happen through breast milk. My physiotherapist told me that she has 3 patients who had stillborn babies after

being double vaccinated that would be 100% of her patients who are pregnant.  They were all doctors who worked at the local

hospital. I wonder if people who are being vaccinated could be having their thoughts interfered with i.e. are "they" communicating

a message regarding any bodily harm such as "it is not the vaccine".  Sounds far-fetched doesn't it but what else could account

for the mind numbing stupidity?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic, good news 12-7-21: www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/breaking-comrade-saule-omarova-withdr..   The crazed

communist/convicted thief of a woman who was chosen by Biden to be comptroller of the USA's Currency, has withdrawn from her

nomination, presumably because Nve Senators said they would not support her. This crazed madwoman had wanted to have YOUR bank

deposits AND withdrawals controlled by the Feds, she wanted to abolish the oil industry for the sake of a green movement (yet at the

same time obviously also, economic destruction) and is a Communist.

Well it's great news that she has withdrawn from the nomination, one more player of the Great Reset no longer on the chess board. But

what about BIden who appointed and sided with her? YIKES! Get that man out of public otce and his VP too and Pelosi and.....I know, I

know, "The ten thousand mile journey begins with one step" ---Lao Tzu and it's about as achievable as Uying the entire Galaxy and all of

its light years.

But the good news is that pressure for perfectly obvious reasons, has caused this piece of the *apparent and evident* plot to foil.

GOOD! We can take heart that there are still (a few) real Americans left in the USA who represent real values and who will not stand for

this kind of nonsense. And who would ever have tolerated her scheme anyway? Surely not even one single soul in the USA. Her downfall

was predestined from the start. Maybe as people wake up (and I predict that many will because of, deeply regrettably indeed,

pain/suffering), similar things will happen and the whole scheme will only backNre in the face of those who plotted this whole era of

misery and death. Here's to hope!
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would vote for Elon Musk.  Let’s face it the only ones who make it to the oval otce are rich, but at least he is young, has a brain,

thinks the gov’t has a monopoly on violence. Watch his recent interview with the wsj.  I like what I saw. Covid wasn’t mentioned

but I am certain he has a view that would align with the antivaxxers.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

exmouth - Musk was not born in the USA
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

exmouth123, Elon is a very controversial person. Like Trump, you either hate him or love him. I would love him if it weren't for the

fact that he is making everything I hate (electric cars, 5G, satellites, etc). However, I admire his ingenuity. I  think he would be a

very dangerous president. I would work for him, but I would never vote for him.
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Nkj57019
Joined On 8/7/2016 11:09:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't thank Dr. Mercola enough for all the wonderful things I've learned through the years. This is also true of all of you, his devoted

followers, who are so knowledgeable and are willing to share what you know. I look forward to reading this newsletter and your

comments each day. I have not had the Covid vaccine for all of the obvious reasons. Nor have I ever had a Uu vaccine. I prefer keeping

my immune system "on guard" and healthy with the supplements that you all have suggested. There has been much hype regarding the

Shingles vaccine lately. I actually am wondering whether or not it is a good thing to do considering the horriNc results that I hear about,

should you not take the vaccine and get the disease. I would appreciate any input that you might have.  Thank you!
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windandrain
Joined On 2/16/2021 12:36:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may not be the most appropriate place to ask this question, but it is the most perfect place to Nnd the most true answer. My son,

and most of his friends, (all about 30 yrs old or so, all healthy) are in situations where is likely they will have to get the jab. They are all

convinced that the J&J shot, since it is not mRNA technology is safe. I don't think that this is true but can't Nnd the correct information

about this to present an appropriate rebuttal. Can anybody here in the Mercola tribe help me with this?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't answer the question but will say that to be coerced under threat of job loss, is a violent crime wherever this implies no

housing, no food, no security. Coercion is a criminal offense, in and of itself. And it needs to be litigated as a crime. It is about

high time that people speak up.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of my former students sent me a text about a friend who experienced clotting near the brain after getting the J&J.  She

eventually had to undergo brain surgery. She supposedly will be abnormal for at least a good year and a half. Of course the

Nnancial liability falls on her since big Pharma is exempt. In order to raise money they have to go through Go Fund Me. The young

lady is in her  late 30’s - early 40’s. Is your son ready to spin the barrel on this game of Russian Roulette?
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s not so much as the mRNA technology of delivering the spike protein, it’s the spike protein that’s harmful. All three vaccines

deliver the spike protein. Dr Malone, the inventor of the mRNA technology has only spoken out against the spike protein.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How come there are no news reports of anyone who works for PNzer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, J&J, the CDC or the FDA having side

effects or deaths?  Rather curious, isn't it?
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quite telling....they are exempt.
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MariaBedard
Joined On 12/2/2021 11:30:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate this! Is there ANY therapeutic that can be taken to combat this for loved ones who were forced to take it !?! Apple pectin???

Someone please answer me Signed, a very concerned grandmother,mom and friend!!!
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maria,  suggest the following websites:- orthomolecular.org/.../v17n24.shtml  ~ https://zstacklife.com/  Post injection - treat

immediately  to prevent viral replication: (1) zinc + quercetin  (2) Daily protocol: - optimal dose of vitamin D3  (up to 60-80 ng/ml)

or about 5000 iu daily.  To calculate your personal requirement, visit www.grassrootshealth.net/.../dcalculator  .  (3) Magnesium

activates vitamin D.   D3 with K2  helps ensure calcium is directed into bone and not the arteries. Vits  A, D, E and K require fat for

absorption, take them with meals.  (4) Vitamin C to bowel tolerance level - about 1 or 2 grams per day. Cut back if stools become

loose.

(5) Zinc picolinate 15mg daily is essential.  Zinc requires an ionophore (carrier) to prevent virus replicating.  Quercetin, green tea

extract, hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin are ionophores. Don’t take ivermectin designed for animal use.  (6) NAC

(N-acetylcysteine) helps dissolve blood clots -  500mg twice daily. NAC is an important supplement to support the liver (7) About

400 i.u. of Vitamin E as d-alpha tocopherol or as mixed tocotrienols  - useful for heart health.  Avoid synthetic vitamin E  and soy

or GMO sources.  (8) Herbal supplements such as licorice (anti-viral);  dandelion and milk thistle between meals support liver.

(9) proteolytic (protein digesting) enzymes at least two hours after a meal to remove unwanted proteins e.g. spike protein (10)

Ivermectin is said to bind to the spike protein of the injection.  America’s Frontline Doctors can supply.

americasfrontlinedoctors.org  .  If on medication, especially blood thinners check any interactions. These are adult doses. Check

suitability and dosage for children . Get plenty of fresh air and sunlight.  Eat organic, grass fed  pastured meat and poultry;

include green sulphur foods, broccoli and cauliUower. Early to bed, switch off WiN at night.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like we have a new form of colonialism, and it's working.   Puff pride from whatever direction works to the furtherance of the

agendas of the powers that should not be, divide & conquer.  (They'll all die thinking that THEY are the 'superior' and the 'wise', and

'righteous' ones, & are in union with the same.)  It's actually a pretty ancient strategy that works everywhere men forget about or deny

God, his word, & universal corruptibility, & go blindly leaping into lawlessness as the 'solution'.  

Tyranny controlled by the deepest in & highest up is the end....but even that self-destructs in an endless repetitive loop until & unless

the longsuffering God who waits that souls might Nrst be saved out of the corruption, to be transformed by the power of God & made

compatible with the eternal & incorruptible to come......intervenes to put an utter & absolute end to the corruption.  Only repentance &

humility receiving & passing on uncensored whole & complete truth can slow the progress of that freight train barreling towards

consequential & divine judgment: no sign of that.  But there sure is a ton of evidence for the prideful fulNllment which the Lord said

would come.
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Sandee33
Joined On 5/5/2010 9:27:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to see the pre-covid comparison death chart to compare. thanks
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Alex Berenson has same good data all cause mortality on his substack site...he has his Nngers on the pulse of current data

trends. I highly suggest everyone to follow him as a resource. Also, recently it was noted on VAERS that since 1990 there has

been 1.5 million+ adverse events reported. 43% of the 1.5 million have come since early 2021 when the experimental medicine

injections began. Also, since 1990 24,000+ deaths reported on VAERS. 66% of those since early 2021 when the experimental

whu-Uu medicine injections began.
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GRAPHENE HYDROXIDE: The COVID-19 Vaccine Murder Weapon Posted on December 7, 2021 by State of the Nation Globalist’s

Eugenics Weapon deployed against 5 billion expendable zombies – Graphene Hydroxide https/.../stateofthenation.co   A blueprint for

the future—I Dreamed The Pandemic Was Over Posted on December 2, 2021 by State of the Nation stateofthenation.co  It was the

graphene… not the salmon mousse – The Method of Death… GRAPHENE HYDROXIDE… the globalist eugenicist ranchers just using the

KISS PRINCIPLE of KISSINGER herd reduction prior to the next global “dark winter”. Andreas Noack ‘splained it simple… and so should

we. www.youtube.com/watch  

www.goodreads.com/.../28442.Henry_Kissinger   https://youtu.be/bPZxCa8Gzq0    *

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..   https://electroverse.net/   The Vaccine Zombie Song by

Mike Adams – How is this not a classic?! www.bitchute.com/.../ND9wRTci4kVJ   “What distinguishes Sun Tzu from Western writers on

strategy is the emphasis on the psychological and political elements over the purely military.”
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Can anyone get this out to Twitter, Facebook.  The public must know about the severe adverse events and deaths caused by these

poisons.
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Exmouth123, why would we get this out to Twitter, Facebook, when these two companies censore LIKE HELL!!!   Why are you into

the so called social media???? Perhaps limited mindless.
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exmouth - it is being disseminated but the Zombies are incredulous of the fact that they are being hoodwinked by relentless

propaganda - if the average Zombie believed that it is all propaganda {which it is} they would lose all recourse to meaning in their

empty lives
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exmouth123, I assume you are being sarcastic?
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Meantime ........5G is pumping up the power here in Canada......they doubled the legal limit on =power output of 5G towers..meaning

MORE Canadians will succumb  to MORE RF Poisoning..with side effects of the same  as this illusive covid scam or some of its absurd

'mutations' (lol)  ......its alway been EMF Poisoning or RF poisoning....its Directed energy weapon....created by DARPA and the US

Military and China has it as does  Russia and a bunch more
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Hi mrrobb, I have a history of EMF injury,  these radiation symptoms, ie, like, vertigo,  noises in the back of my head (not tinnitus)

and  a type of anxiety.  This all started with the roll out of 3G, and these has only gotten worse.  G illnesss is REAL
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Covid and all of the absurd mutations are all 5G  .....God wake up  world,,,,,this Covid is just a HOAX.to pull the eyes of billions

 even doctors  ..and all these people dying  of Covid is a lie..they died from an overdose of Radio Frequencies..wake up . RF is

REAL ENERGY!!!!!!!  And when they get near the Frequency of LIGHT.....thats when everything living will be blinded or wishing they

was dead.....I KNOW what I am telling ya.....this RF will kill each and everyone .....RF is REAL ENERGY!!!  in different frequencies,

it can heat or vapourize anything...including steel and concrete ..........

Its also My conclusion that a form of Directed Energy Weapons  is what took out the world trade centres and a few other little

incidents...there is nothing that can stop this stuff......except Lead and underground deeper the better that why the price of scarp

lead is so high....... The'  scrap metal prices is a good indicator of things to come :) From The Clouds  high on MyMountain....it

was an interesting Day..and I'm still smilin' ..... www.scrapmetalpricer.ca   scarp metal prices here in Canada  eh.
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Crazy as it sounds...Amazon sells BOTH materials to block it and hats that block EMF waves. I'm literally wearing one right now

and my 5G phone and router are covered under the material. I tested both and the metallic material especially blocked

everything...(TEST ACCORDING TO SPECS) Having a bag made as a carrier for my cell as I put it in my back pocket...Moving

soon otherwise I'd get one for my Smart Meter. We are constantly bombarded with waves from space and every gizmo your

neighbors have...Why not have a little peace of mind...Just don't tell anyone. Taking the material and having it sewn into my

hats...Just don't tell anyone because they either won't believe or put you down in front of others. I do know when I don't wear my

beanie I do get a humming in the back of my ears...Soon as I wear the beanie things get much better.
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Mrrobb, drop the idea of directed energy weapons, and think about EMF GPS satellites which are eradiating us.  We can

overcome this, just imagine, if we all TURNED off our cell phones for one month. Their DIGITAL imprisonment of us would end.  

IF WE GET RID OF OUR CELL PHONE. develop a 'REAL' life, and stop complying with your own slavery.,
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Leahoz"......ok.....that interesting....Ialso have a  problem with RF and EMF.....and have been tring to eliminate much thru diet....as

I have removed every RF  device I have  had....and that helped a bit....and in diet I have eliminated....all carbohydrates

 ......everything...even the Pepper on my steaks....and over several months have turned in to a total meat eater....and I do still take

Dr Mercola's V&Ms  and stared to follow  the Idea  about Dr Paul Saladino  the Cavour Dr....>>>>  https://carnivoremd.com/     and

I have bought some of his products   and I bought half a beef....but Im not sure which half..............hum...oh well  ....its in my

freezer :) well some of it is  as I have been pigging out for several weeks  ..and have lots a few Kg and feel a lot better... and I am

76.... I have talked to a few other oldsters  and they said eating more meat  they also feel better.......
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Mrrobb   Leahoz"......ok.....that interesting....Ialso have a  problem with RF and EMF..!    Hello, I have been a vegetarian of 43

years, until recently, I believe that our healthy bacteria is HARDWIRED to keep us healthy and alive, and also they are hard wired

to 'cure' us, otherwise we would not exist today to have this conversation.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz"......ok.....that interesting....Ialso have a  problem with RF and EMF.....and have been tying to eliminate much thru diet....as

I have removed every RF  device I have  ...Mrrobb,  I use Vit  D3 and K2, Iodine, Vit B. Glutiothine  glycine, Lycine, and many more, I

into supplements.  Hope this helps.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../bUJZxXIPmmJZ  ...just watch!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well "Leahoz"  cellphones are soon going to be using 5G and in someplace they have been for a while....GPS is from these 5G

towers....also.... and next I don't have a cell phone....never had one...nor do I have a TV..or WiFi ..... I grew up with Radios...and

my Nrst experience was a Crystal homemade radio I made  when I was 10 from a coil of wire on a toilet paper tube and a double

edge razor blade and a germanium crystal and headphone .... and when I saw sparks from crystal radio I know something wasn't

right...oh it worked well..but sparks ???  and static ??  from something that had no battery of plug in..Hum......

and as I grew older I was into walkie-talkies and heath-kit stuff and into ham radio and deeper into amateur radio .....and RF

triangulation for Nnding a EMF source and on and on... And have followed Nichola  Tesla  for decades.. along with Tesla coils and

several of his patents  etc...... and magnets ....and much more.. The frequencies of 5G do have limits in distance verses hight of

towers and output powers and DBI gain of antennas  ....so some ate  at about 5-6 Km from tower base..some more.....some less  

and weater has lot to do with it also.trees  have a effect..and terrain ...so if you have lots of trees  that good..

So Leahoz  5G what this is all about.......and if you can understand  in the military....any military......5G is Directed Energy

Weapon... as it works on the same Frequencies  ...infact if you have a microwave oven  you have a small version of a 5G or

Directed Energy Unit ..and if you took the door off it can be a Directed Energy WEAPON...and I could easily KILL YOU....and if you

think I'm kidding ya...just put you cat in the microwave , put it on low and it will kill your cat.......cold hard FACT!!!!!!!.but the cat

would be HOT!!!!!.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AND  Leahoz......5G  does heat up the human body....just like a microwave over heats up food.....actually its the water in food...as

your Microwave oveen operates at 2.45 gigahertz  ..just one of the frequencies 5G  operated on ....as 5G can operate from 750

Megahertz to 300 Gigihertz...so that a lot of area in then RF sections ....the next is terahertz .and that is where the visible light is

about 3-7 Terahertz considered to be Nanometre  as the waves are so tiny and fast  From visable light  to gamma  waves and

Z-rays and on and on.... Tesla said that the higher frequencies were very dangerous..and that man should not be messing around

with them...but....

BUT the Pain you have , I would suggest is fro the External heating from the RF from and EMF unites.....or RF unites  nearby.or

from 5G .and the US military do have and use a heat emitting unit for crowd control uses 2.45 gigs to Microwave people  .and

that why they feel HOT....cuz they are beiong COOKED......and you can read all about this on line...just type in "5G heat and

Directed Energy Weapon" into a search engine and you can read all the stuff  the militaries are doing to destroy life..in the name

of $$ and Peace&Freedom
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ "Leahoz"  cellphones are soon going to be using 5G

Mrrobb,   I am not young,  you understand!  My dad worked on 5G technology way back in the late 1950's.  They knew in the 1967

that EMF was dangerous, but as  a military weapon this was cool!  This weapon is a war against us the people....
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mrrobb, we have chattered on a bit, and thank you ,I appreciate your thoughts always, 5G is a WEAPON you know this and I know

this.but many don't know this...www.bitchute.com/.../79AcxNSr640c
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

South Korea has had 5G up for over 3 years now. www.mobileworldlive.com/blog/intelligence-brief-how-is-5g-faring-in-so..  They

don't have any issues. They had full 5G up and going long before Covid-19 was ever heard of. They were the Nrst to get 5G

networks available across their entire country. It helps that their total land mass is smaller than the state of Arkansas. It's more

than just cell towers. You can be 3 stories underground in a subway or in an underground shopping mall and still get FULL

SIGNAL. So everyone in S. Korea should be suffering major consequences by now if this was really an issue. It's not an issue.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz I constantly hear static noises in my head all the time. I wonder if it’s from 5G. It started a few months ago
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Leahoz", "...I have a history of EMF injury,  these radiation symptoms, ie, like, vertigo,  noises in the back of my head (not

tinnitus) and ..." I've had the same non-tinnitus ringing symptom since 2012. Having spent the last 26 of my 42 years in railroad

telecom, maintaining 6.8, 2, & .9 Ghz MW radios as well as VHF/UHF mobile radios, not to mention much calcium dairy abuse, I

would research Dr. M's advice about voltage gated calcium channels (VGCC), and suggest considering a simple and safe

ultrasound imagery performed on your carotid arteries to check for possible calciNcation blockage.

I did just that in 2019 and had my right carotid artery cleaned out, just in the nick of time, with the newly FDA approved (2016),

minimally invasive TCAR procedure. However, the ringing still persists at times, though somewhat less.

living-whole.org/2018/07/02/voltage-gated-calcium-channels-and-emfs/   ~~  

energyforliving.com/.../what-lies-beneath-infertility   ~~  silkroadmed.com/.../tcar-how-it-works
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim  Thank You ...most interesting..... As I have stated before......it depends on the frequencies S Korea's  5G is operating on

and the powers and variations of polarity and wave patterns and Pulse(s) and a lot more....and the medical treatments used in S

Korea  and the knowledge of the medical people......I have been to S Korea and what an amazing  world to be in.....but that was in

the 1970s....and much has changed  in 50 years...I am sure S Korea is years ahead of the US and Canada in medical knowledge

and diet etc etc......and not many obese ,  fat , lazy Koreans ....and from what I have read It's still an incredible place to live...
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afreece
Joined On 12/5/2021 11:47:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To say “What we actually have are 104 miscarriages out of 127, which is 82%, or possibly as high as 104 out of 114, which is 91%” is

totally wrong. There were 104 miscarriages out of a total of 127 COMPLETED pregnancies but most of the participants in the study who

got the “vaccine” in the Nrst 20 weeks were still pregnant at the time of the analysis. The miscarriage rate is the Nnal number of

miscarriages out of the total number of participants in this category, a Ngure which will be a whole lot less than the quoted 82%. Yes,

the study got the calculation wrong, but that doesn’t justify an incorrect response. I assume there will be an update to the study after all

pregnancies completed, and then you can calculate the true rate of miscarriages.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You missed the point Dr. Mercola was trying to make. It was challenging to follow his method of explanation. I'll give it a try!  The

study she was doing was for miscarriages before 20 weeks of pregnancy. Of the 827 people followed in the study, 713 of them

got vaccinated AFTER 20 weeks. Those have to be thrown out. Their pregnancies can't be included in this study. There's no way

the vaccine can make you miscarriage before week 20 if you got vaccinated at week 23. So you have to subtract 713 from 827

and that leaves you with just 114 women that were actually vaccinated before week 20.

Of those 114 women, 104 miscarriaged before 20 weeks. That means 91% of those vaccinated before week 20 had a

miscarriage. This backs up the studies in animals. Of those 114 women, 93 had miscarriages before week 13. So 82%

miscarriaged before week 13. The reason for "20 weeks" as the standard for these studies is because that is the established

standard. A failed pregnancy before week 20 is called a miscarriage. A failed pregnancy after 20 weeks is called a "still birth". So

that entire study isn't worth the paper it was written own. That's nothing new these days. I would dare to say the entire study was

fabricated.

Here's another article on this that points out the same mathematical error Dr. Mercola  pointed

out.www.eviemagazine.com/.../study-miscarriage-rate-covid-vaccine   It goes into more detail because the entire report is

dedicated to just this one topic. The study is actually on-going. So far 3,958 women are in the study and 3,131 are signed up for

the study, that are already vaccinated, but have not gotten pregnant yet! I'm ANXIOUSLY waiting for those results! What if all or

most of these women never get pregnant?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have not read that entire article yet. There are a lot of numbers to crunch, but like Dr. Mercola pointed out, they point out the

same mathematical error.
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